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USArray Cumulative Station Coverage



USArray Q330 Datalogger



USArray VIE and other electronics



USArray Vaults - Rev 2



USArray Seismic Station - W52A



USArray Antelope Configuration



USArray Vertical PDF



USArray Horizontal PDF



USArray 5 Hz Median Spatial Distribution



USArray 1 Hz Median Spatial Distribution



USArray 6.5 Sec Median Spatial Distribution



USArray 30 Sec Median Spatial Distribution



USArray Geology



USArray Data Return



USArray Contiguous Time Series



USArray Contiguous Time Series



USArray Gap Count



USArray Gaps



USArray Communications



USArray Seismometers



USArray Seismometers Per Station



USArray Pressure Sensors



Bighorn Opportunities 



Bighorn

Main Features 
• Now-casting of wavefield spectral content 
• Real-time, continuous response spectra exceedence 
• Immediate results tailored for response criteria 
• Automatic alarms against engineered criteria (Structural 

Health Monitoring) 
• Independent of Earthquake Location 

• No need to wait for location  
• Applicable for non-earthquake sources 

• Quantitative, critical decision support



Southern California PGA

Methods:GMPE Development and Residual
Computation

The functional form we use here is a simplified version
of Abrahamson et al. (2014) with either six terms:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;df1;55;431

f!M;Rrup" # a1 $ a2M $ a3!8:5 −M"2 $ a4 ln!R"
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VS30
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or with five terms, omitting the VS30 term:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;df2;55;371

f!M;Rrup" # a1 $ a2M $ a3!8:5 −M"2
$a4 ln!R" $ a5Rrup;

!2"

in which

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;df3;55;312 R #
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
R2
rup $ c2

q
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The regressed ground-motion intensity is ln!PGA", in which
PGA is peak ground acceleration in units of g. Rrup is equiv-
alent to the hypocentral distance for these small earthquakes,
and c is the finite-fault dimension factor, taken here to be a
constant 4.5 (Abrahamson et al., 2014). The first term a1 is
simply an overall constant or intercept; a2 and a3 account for
the magnitude dependence of PGA; a4 is the geometric
spreading coefficient; a5 is the anelastic attenuation term;
and a6 is the linear VS30 parameter. VS30 in this region is fairly
homogeneous (with the majority of stations between ∼300
and 700 m=s). Because of this homogeneity and the fact that
nonlinear effects are not of concern for such small-magnitude
events, we consider only a linear VS30 relation.

The observed ground motions may be written as a com-
bination of the GMPE prediction f!M;Rrup"ij, and a total
residual δij, for any event i and station j:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;df4;313;733yij # f!M;Rrup"ij $ δij: !4"

The total residual can be decomposed into components that
represent contributions from the source (event), path, and
site. It is traditionally considered to first be decomposed into
δEi, the average event-term (also called between-event or
interevent) residual, and the within-event (or intraevent)
residual δWij, for the recording of event i at station j:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;df5;313;636δij # δEi $ δWij: !5"

The within-event residual is a combination of a site-term
residual δSj at station j, path-term residual δPij, and the
remaining random residual for recording of earthquake i
at station j, δW0

ij:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;df6;313;553δWij # δSj $ δPij $ δW0
ij: !6"

Because we cannot separate out the path residual from
random residual δW0

ij, we combine them to be δWSij and
hereafter call this the path term or path residual, using the
same notation as Baltay et al. (2017).

The standard deviation of the total residual
st:dev:!δij" # σ can itself be decomposed as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;df7;313;450 σ2 # τ2 $ ϕ2
S $ ϕ2

SS ; !7"

in which τ is the standard deviation of the event terms for all
unique events; ϕS is the standard deviation of site terms for
all unique sites; and ϕSS the single-station standard
deviation, a combination of the path and random uncertainty.
In the future, we will ideally move toward decomposing this
into a path standard deviation and a remaining component.

The POLS method of GMPE development first inverts
for the coefficients in equation (1) or (2) with a least-squares
inversion, with no grouping or weighting of the events or
stations (pooling them all together), and then decomposes
the residuals into event, path, and site terms (see Wang
and Jordan, 2014; Baltay et al., 2017, for details). The event
term δEi is calculated as the mean of all δij per event (in
which ni is the number of stations recording event i):

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;df8;313;248δEi POLS #
1

ni

Xni

j#1

δij: !8"

The within-event residual δWij is calculated as δWij #
δij − δEi and δSj is then the mean of δWij at any one station
(in which m j is the number of events recorded on station j):

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;df9;313;158δSj POLS #
1

m j

Xm j

i#1

!δij − δEi": !9"

The path term is assumed to be the remaining residual δWSij,
which is in fact some combination of path and aleatory
residuals.

Figure 3. Magnitude versus distance for this dataset. Record-
ings are shaded by log10 PGA (peak ground acceleration). The color
version of this figure is available only in the electronic edition.
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Northridge - Max Credible Eq * 1.2



Examples from two M~5 events



Sagebrush Flats – Etna 2 
300 meters from SJF

Etna2
100 msec packets
Minimum latency



Sagebrush Flats to Toro Peak 
15.5 km link



Sagebrush Flats – UCSD  
5 Hops   100 km 



Sagebrush Flats – Boulder 
Public Domain Internet  1300 km



Input Latency

Output SMRS latency

Computational time
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2 hours

ANZA Network DataData 141.08 ms
SMR 165.27 ms
SMR – Data   24.19 ms



Machine Learning
• 3 trained convolutional neural 

networks 
• Phase detection, precise phase 

timing, and first motion 
• Analysts quality phase picks 
• ~30 sec per daily station record 
• Record phase timing, first motion, 

phase displacement amplitude, 
and SNR 

• Currently feeds into Antelope 
workflow; adaptable to generic 
output 

• Performance can improve with 
new learning model design



Future Directions?

• Ground Motion Prediction  

• Data 

• Equations 

• Realtime Structural Response 

• Spectra 

• PGA, PGV, other parameters 

• Earthquake Early Warning 

• Machine Learning


